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A Russian police officer is under suspicion of leaking the travel data of security officers
allegedly behind opposition leader Alexei Navalny’s poisoning, the RBC news website
reported Tuesday.

The arrest in the central city of Samara comes less than a month after a media investigation
named several alleged Rusian Federal Security Service (FSB) chemical-weapons experts who
had tailed Navalny for years before his poisoning with the Novichok nerve agent. 

The investigative outlet Bellingcat said it used flight manifests and phone records that can be
obtained in Russia’s underground market of stolen personal data to trace the secret FSB
team’s movements.

On Dec. 29, Samara investigators opened a criminal case into abuse of office against first
lieutenant Kirill Chuprov, RBC cited unnamed sources familiar with the investigation and
inside the police as saying. He is suspected of providing information from a classified
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database containing detailed travel information to a third party.

“Their [FSB chemical-weapons experts’] names later appeared in the materials about Alexei
Navalny’s poisoning,” RBC quoted one of the sources as saying.

Related article: Media Investigation Names FSB Agents Behind Navalny Poisoning

Chuprov was placed under house arrest on suspicion of abuse of office, RBC said, citing the
Samara district police station’s press service. FSB officers from the central office in Moscow
reportedly visited Samara on the eve of Chuprov’s arrest and the FSB’s Samara field office is
overseeing the case.

Bellingcat’s lead investigator Christo Grozev has expressed concern over the safety of its
sources in several interviews since the investigation.

Navalny, 44, was jailed for 30 days Monday after returning to Russia from Germany, where he
has spent five months rehabilitating from what Western scientists said was Novichok
poisoning. 

The anti-Kremlin activist accuses President Vladimir Putin of ordering the Novichok
assassination attempt. Russia says it will not open a criminal investigation until Germany
provides medical analyses proving that Navalny was poisoned with Novichok.
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